INTRODUCTION
The retrial queueing systems are characterized as a customer, arriving when all servers are busy, leaves the system, but after some time makes a demand to the service facility again. These models play a vital role in computer and telecommunication networks. For example, in a telephone system, a customer might receive a busy signal due to a lack of capacity. Such a customer is not allowed to queue, but will try their luck again after some random time. Between trials, the blocked customers join a pool of unsatisfied customers called 'orbit'.
For priority queues, one must distinguish pre-emptive service from non-pre-emptive service. A service discipline is said to be non-pre-emptive if, once the service to a customer is started, it is not disrupted until the whole service requirement is completed. Thus, only at the end of each service time one of the waiting customers of the highest priority class is selected for the next service. Among the customers with the same class, the tie is broken by a usual rule for low priority queues, such as firstcome-first-served (FCFS), last-come-first-served (LCFS), and random order for service (ROS). In a pre-emptive service queue, the service is given to one of the customers of the highest priority class present in the system at all times. The service of the low priority customer is immediately pre-empted by the arrival of a customer of higher priority class.
Queues with impatient customers have attracted the attention of many researchers and we see significant contribution by numerous researchers in this area. One of the important works on balking and reneging was studied by Haight [1957] and Barrer [1957] , who were the first to introduce reneging in which they studied deterministic reneging with single server Markovian arrival and service rates. Subha Rao, S. (1967) described the Queueing with balking and reneging in M/G/1 systems.
In this paper we propose a retrial queueing model accepting two types of positive customers and negative arrivals, with the additional characteristics of server's abnormal breakdown, delaying repair, Bernoulli feedback, balking and modified Bernoulli vacations. When a negative customer arrives it not only eliminates the customer in service but also causes server's failure, this process is called "abnormal breakdown". Models with this behaviour of a negative arrival can be used to analyse computer networks with virus affection and breakdowns due to a reset order. general Retrial G-queueing system with priority services. Two different sorts of customers arrive at the system in two independent compound Poisson processes. Under the pre-emptive priority rule, the server provides general service to the arriving customers is subject to breakdown and modified server vacation with general vacation time. Arriving high priority customer who find the server busy with high(low) priority customer are queued(preempts the low priority service) and then are served in accordance with FCFS discipline. The arriving low-priority customer on finding the server busy cannot be queued and leave the service area and join the orbit as a retrial customer. They try their luck for service from the orbit. If the system is not empty during a normal service time, the arrival of a negative customer removes the positive customer being in service from the system and causes the server breakdown. The repair of the failed server starts after some time known as delay time. After completing the delay time the repair process will start. We assume that the server may take a vacation with probability  , but no vacation is allowed if there is even a single high priority customer present in the system. After completing the service to each low priority customer the server can take a vacation with probability  or continue the next service with . The high priority customer who find the server busy is queued and then is served. The arriving low-priority customer on finding the server busy cannot be queued and leave the service area and join the orbit as a retrial customer. The lowpriority customers retry for their service from the orbit and the retrial time is generally distributed with distribution function Service process: If a high priority customer arrives in batch and finds a low priority customer in service, they pre-empt the low priority customer who is undergoing service. If a high priority customer is not satisfied with the service given, he may join the tail of the queue as a feedback customer with probability p or permanently leaves the system with probability ) 1 (= p q  , thus the service of the pre-empted low priority customer begins only after the completion of service of all high priority customers present in the system. The service times for the high priority and low priority customers are generally(arbitrary) distributed with distribution functions 
Breakdown state: Existence of negative arrival during busy period will lead the system to break down and removes the customer who is currently in service. This type of breakdown is referred as "abnormal breakdown".
There is a delay time to start the repair process. After the completion of delay time the repair process will start so as to regain its functionality. Immediately after returning from the repair, the server starts to serve high priority/low priority customers. The delay time to repair and the repair process are generally distributed with distribution functions Balking: If the server is busy or unavailable in the system, an arriving low-priority customers either join the orbit with probability b or balks (do not join the orbit) with probability (1 -b). Idle State: After doing the setup if there is any customer waiting in the system the server starts doing the service. Otherwise the server is simply present in the system for the customers to arrive. I 0, (t) = Probability that at time t, there are no high priority customers in the queue and 0) (  n low-priority customers in the orbit and the server is idle but available in the system.
Definitions And Notations
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Equations Governing The System
The Kolmogorov forward equations which governs the model:
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The above set of equations are to be solved under the following boundary conditions at x=0. 
We assume that initially there are no customers in the system and the server is idle. Then the initial conditions are, The Probability Generating Function(PGF) of this model: 
Similarly for the boundary conditions we can get, 
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STOCHASTIC DECOMPOSITION

Theorem:
The number of customers in the system under steady state can be decomposed into two independent Probability generating functions, one of which is the PGF of the queue size distribution in the priority arrival classical G-queue and unreliable server with delayed repair and the other is the PGF of the conditional distribution of the number of customer in the orbit given that the system is idle. 
THE AVERAGE QUEUE LENGTH
The Mean number of customers in the queue and in the orbit under the steady state condition is, . | ,1) ( = 
Particular Cases:
Case: 1 
The above two results are coincide with the results of Gross.D and Harris.M (1985) .
Case: 3
If there are no priority arrivals, no balking, no vacation 1.) = 0, = 0, In Table 1 it is clearly shows that as long as increasing the arrival rate of high priority customers the servers idle time decreases while the utilisation factor, average queue length for both high priority and low priority customers are also increases.
In Table 2 it is clearly shows that as long as increasing the arrival rate of low priority customers the servers idle time decreases and the utilisation factor, average queue length for low priority customers are increases. Since this paper construct under pre-emptive priority rule, the arrival of low priority customer does not affect the service of high priority customer. Therfore, the average queue size and waiting time of a high priority customer is always constant. Table 3 shows that as long as increase in service rate, idle time increases while the utilisation factor, queue size and waiting time of both high priority and low priority customers are decreases.
Graphical Study
We can plot the above data graphically to illustrate the feasibility of our results. Fig. 1 graphically represent the effect of high priority arrival rate over the idle period and queue length of the model. It is clear from the figure that if arrival rate increases with respect to all other parameters the queue length of both priority queues and busy period increases but idle time decreases. Fig. 2 graphically represent the effect of low priority arrival rate over the idle period and queue length of the model. It is clearly shows that as long as increasing the arrival rate of low priority customers the servers idle time decreases and the utilisation factor, average queue length for low priority customers are increases. Though there is no impact on high priority arrivals, the average queue size and waiting time of a high priority customer is always constant. Fig. 3 graphically represent the effect of service rate over the idle period and queue length of the model. Due to increase in server rate, the queue length of high and low priority customers are decreases, the proportion of idle time of the server increases and utilization factor or busy period decreases.
